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l l  Semester B.A. Examination, May/June 2013
(Semester Scheme) (2011-12 Onwards) (Fresh)

OPTIONAL ENGLISH -  I I
British Literature (1340-1837) and Facets of Language

Time:3Hours Max. 'Marks: '100

lnstructions: 1) Answer all the questions.
2) Mention the question numbers correctly.

SECTION - A

l. Annotate any three of the following : (3x5-15)

a) ls that trembling cry a song ?
Can it n'e a song of joy ?
And so many children poor ?
It is a land of poverty !

b)  . . . . .  For lwas reared
In the great city, pent mid cloisters dim,
And saw nought lovely but the sky and stars.

c) Awake ! (not Greece-she is awake !)
Awake, my spirit ! Think through whom
Thy life-blood tracks its parent lake,
And then strike home !

d) What thou art we know not;
What is most like thee ?
From rainbow clouds there flow not
Drops so bright to see
As from thy presence showers a rain of melody.

e) Now more than ever seems it rich to die,
To cease upon the midnight with no pain,

While thou art pouring forth thy soul abroad

In such an ecstasy ! p.r.o.
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SECTION _ B

- (PoetrY)

ll. A) Answer any one of the following :
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a) Nature as a universal teacher is a recurrent theme in all the Romantics.
Substantiate with examples from Shelley's'To A Skylark'.

b) How does Keats' "Ode To A Nightingale" express the poet's desire to
escape from the world of Pain ?

B) Write a shoft note on any one of the following : 5

a) Coleridge's reminiscence of his school days.

b) Byron's sense of regret regarding his past ' '

c) Lucy's association with Nature in 'Three Years She Grew'.

SECTION _ C

(Novel)

l l l .  A)  Answeranyoneof thefol lowing:  15

1) In the course of the novel Emma movesfrom self-delusion to selfirealization.

Discuss.
2) Mr. Knightley is a better judge of character than Emma. Substantiate with

specific examples from the novel.

B) Write a shoil note on any two of the following : (2x5-10)

a) Emma's attitude towards Jane Fairfax.

b) Harriet smith.
c) Highbury.
d) The picnic at Boxhill.

SECTION _ D

(Prose)

lV. A) Answer any one of the following : 15

1) James White's efforts at restoring happiness and dignity to the life of chimney
sweepers expresses Charles Lamb's own deep sympathies forthe chimney
sweepers. Substantiate.

' 2) Discuss Shelley's views on poetry and the role of poets in society.
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B) Write a short note on any one of the following :
' 

a) The dangers of male chivalry in 'A Vindication Of the Rights of Women'.

b) Chimneys as'Jaws of hell" in 'The Praise Of Chimney Sweepers'.

c) Attitude of the youth in Hazlitt's essay.

SECTION _ E

(Facets of Language)

V. Answer all'the questions :

1) Analyse the structure of the following clauses in terms of SVOCA. 4

a) We expected them to be honest"

b) He wrote an angry letter to his wife.

c) God is everywhere.

d) l found him suspicious this morning.

2) a) ldentify a finite clause, a non-finite clause and a verbless clause in the
fol lowing: 3 q

1) The room looked very neat, everything in its place.

2) When she was studying in the university, she was an impoilant student
leader.

3) They did a blood test to find out the reason for the recurring fever.

b) Define a finite clause with an example. 3

3) ldentify the main clause and subordinate clause in the following : 3

a) A friend of mine with whom I worked in the Secretariat is coming to see me
today.

b) lf I were you, lwouldn't put up with this insult.

c) The suggestion that the meeting should be adjourned was unanimously
accepted.

4) What is discourse ? 2
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5) Read the following and answer questions on a (passage) or b (poem)

There are three separate sources of hazard related to the use of nuclear
power. First ly, the radioactive material must travel from its place of

manujacture to the power station. Although the power stations themselves

are solidly built, the containers built for the transport are not. The two usual
modes of transport, road or rail, both involve close contact with the public,

since the routes are bound to pass near or through heavily-populated areas.
Secondly, there is the problem of waste. All nuclear power stations produce

wastes which in most cases will remain radioactive for thousands of years. lt
is impossible to de-activate these wastes and they must be stored. They
may be buried under the ground, dropped into disused mines or sunk into the
sea. These methods do not solve the problem since an earthquake could
crack open the containers like nuts. Finally, there is the problem of accidental
exposure due to a leak or an explosion at the power station. This, like the
other two dangers, might be unlikely but can happen, as the inhabitants of
Harrisburg or Chernobyl can tell us.

1) What is the passage about ?

2) Give an example of conjunction used in the passage.

3) Give an example of reference used in the passage.

4) Pick out an allusion in the passage.

5) Pick out an example of a synonym in the language.

OR

Fairer Than Thee

Fairer than thee, beloved,

Fairer than thee.

There is one thing, beloved

Fairerthan thee.

Not the glad sun, beloved,

Bright though its beams :
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. Not the green earlh belo,,red,

Silver with streams:

Not the gay birds, beloved,

Happy and free :

Yet there's one thing, beloved,
Fairer than thee.

Not the clear day, beloved,

Glowing wi th l ight :

I Not (fairer still, beloved)

Star-crowned night.

Truth in her might, beloved,

Grand in her sway :

Truth with her eyes, beloved,
Clearerthan day.

Holy and pure, beloved,

Spotless and free,

ls the one thing, beloved,
Fairerthan thee.

Guard wellthy soul, beloved;
Truth, dwelling there.

Shall shadow forth, beloved,
Her image rare.

p Then shall ldeem, beloved,

I That thou art she;
j

Ad there' ll be naught, beloved,

Fairerthan thee.
1) Pick out the refrain in the poem.
2) ldentify two archaic words in the poem.
3) Pick out a metaphor used in the poem.
4) ldentify an example of personification in the poem.
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Language

Max' Marks : 90

(3x5=15)
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(semester schemq, ,LlsH - ll .

British Literature (1340'1837) and Aspects or

Time : 3 Hours

hstructions:1)i;::,:::,'i,!;,zi?;lloxi^o*,correcttv
SECTION 

- A

1' Annotate any three of the following :

i) As {air art thou' mY bonnie lass

So deeP in luve am l;

And lwill luve thee still' mY dear

Til l  a'the sesa gang'dry' '

ii) Wild spirit' which art moving everywhere;

Destroyer and preserver; hear' O hear !

iii) Should such a man' too fond to rule alone'

Bear' like the Turk' no brother near the throne'

iv) Heard melodies are sweet' butthose unheard

Are sweeter;therefore' 
ye pipes' play on'

Not to the sensual ear' but' more endear'd'

Pipe to the spirit ditties of no tone'

v) ' ' ' That time is Past'

And allits aching ioys are now no more'

And all its dizzY raPtures'
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SECTION _ B

(Poetry)

2. A) Answer the following : 15

a) Bring out the three stages in Wordsworth's relationship with Nature as
presented in'Tintern AbbeY'.

OR

b) Examine Blake's'London' as a criticism of contemporary society.

f c) Write short notes on any one of the following :

I i) The use of heroic couplets for satire in the l Bth century.
L ii) 'A Red Red Rose'as a love lyric.

iii) The pictures on the Grecian Urn'

SECT]ON - C

(Novel-Pride and Preiudice)

3. Answer the following :

a) Trace the change in Elizabeth Bennet's attitude towards Darcy.

OR

b) Sketch the character of Mr. Darcy.

c) Write short notes on any one of the following :

i) The Netherfield Ball.

ii) Mrs. Bennet.

i i i )  Mr. Wickham.

SECTION _ D

(Prose)

4. Answerthe following .

a) The essay' Dream Children : A Reverie' is a blend of fantasy and reality.
lllustrate.

OR

b) How does Dr. Johnson condemn the system of literary patronage that.existed
in the eighteenth century ?
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c):Write short notes on any one of the following :

i) John Lamb.

ii) Wordswotth's views on poetic language'

i i i)  Mrs. Field.

SECTION _ E

(Aspects of Language)

5. Answer all the questions :

1) a) ldentify a finite, a non-f inite and a verb less clause in the following : 3

i) TheY cheered their fr iend.

ii) covered with confusion, she hurriedly left the room'

iii) A sleeping bag under each arm,.they tramped off on their vacation'

b) What is a finite clause ? lllustrate with example' 2

c) ldentifythe main clause. and subordinate clause in the following sentence'

Mention the function of the subordinate clause' 3

The family wha lives opposite our house are French.

d) What is discourse ? 2

e) Read the following passage and answerthe questions thatfollow :

A scholar must avoid rigidity. He must always insist upon valid argument'

He must proceed cautiously, yet he must be ready for change' He must

insist upon the truth. He cannot permit national fervor to influence his

judgment. And above all, he must insist upon complete, undistorted and

uncompromising freedom of speech' '

i) Pick out one instance of parallel structure and an instance of synonym in

the passage.

ii) Pick out instance of reference in the passage'

iii) How do lexical and grammaticatcohesion contribute to the overall

coherence in the Passage ?
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